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CH.Ai?TER I_ 
THE PROBLEM, ITS JUSTIFICATION Ai'ID SIGNIFICANCE 
I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The present study aims to det.ermine vhether or not 
there is a· specific pattern of interests fo~ (l) students 
vho are majoring in physical education and (2) those vho 
are specializing in physical therapy, as measured by the 
Kuder Preference Record. 
IL JUSTIFICATION FOR THE STUDY 
The justification of the study is found in the 
significant role of interest in vocational adjustment. 
I 
II 
I 
Especially vith regard to the problem of student mortality, 1
1 which drastically limits vocational. preparation, is this 
study of interest· patterns-·pertinent. 
In a recent survey o:f! 655 liberal arts institutions, 
.Archibald Macintosh deplores-the fact that an average of 
50 per cent of college students ·Vithd;rav before completing 
their courses. 
"As a nationi"· he says, nve cannot afford.the waste 
that occurs in. oss o.f time by students who drop out; 
and it is not only loss of time. Even more important 
• •• are all the bad results of misdirection~ feelirlgs 
of indifference, of lack of confidence in self, of · 
disappointment.,. of disillusionment. We .. cannot afford 
I 
---r== 
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• 
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...l 
that waste in the possibilities of young lives. nl 
He points out that colleges and 'universitie:s with 
' ~ ', - . _. 
strong guidance :programs are likely to have a lower student 
mortality rate than those institutions wh.ere the guidance 
is in the hands of already·overworked administrators. or 
inadequately trained faculty members, arid urges a greater 
use. of testing as a. basis for ·selection as well as for 
counseling purposes a,fter ·the-student has b_eeri admitted. 
He continues: 
• It·does not seem intelligent to spend time on 
trying to improve the academic curriculum, for and 
in itself, if we of- the- colleges do not have a real 
knowledge of the needs-, •the desires, the--potentialities, 
and the aspirations of the students whom we shall 
subject to that curricu1Uill.2 · 
wrenn found that 19. per cent of 2,424 Stanford 
University alumni would not re-select their present 
vocation. He considers it na serious .matter that 
proportionately so many alumni. were allmred to take train-
ing in college for vocations which have aroused such an 
expression of dissatisfaction. rr3 
Further justification of the study may be found in 
the importance of learning about students r intere.sts as a 
J: .A:rchibald l'facintosh, Behind the Academic 8urtain 
(New York: Harper & Brothers' 1948), p :• 57. 
2 Ibid. , p ; 58. 
3 c. Gilbert wrenn, nvocational Satisfaction of 
Stanford Graduates," The Personnel. Journal, X:J:II' (1934-1935), 
23. 
•• 
• 
basis for extending and e=iching them. . In 1935, 
Galen Jones wrote: 
Interests 'are being increasd:ngly recognized as the 
objectives·of education. Long used as the means of 
learning, it is now realized.that they are to be•sought 
as ends in themselves. Whatever the school can do to 
awakenand develop interests is,-,4herefore, an integral 
part of its program of education. 
Earlier, Terman had expressed his belief: 
For understanding. an ind:i,vidual's total personality 
it is· absolutely necessary to lrnow ·something about the 
kinds and the intensity of his interests. As long as 
this knowledge is lacking, neither educational ngr 
vocational guidance can have a solid foundation. 
When the college of a student's choic.e is a 
professional school, the disastrous effects of unsuitable 
selection are intensified, since the possibili.ties of 
vocational guidance within the school are limited, and 
transfer to another school invariably means loss of time 
and credits. Based upon. the assUlllption that interest is 
an essential factor in happy vocational adjustment; the 
present study seeks to ascertain the existence of an 
interest pattern for the professions of physical education 
and physical therapy. Should. it be indicated that there 
is such a pattern, the work of counselors in preparatory 
4 ·Galen Jones., Extra-Curricular Activities. in 
Relation to the Curriculum (Teachers College, ColUlllbia . 1 
University, Col:).tributions to Ed1,1cation, No. 667. New York: I 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, ColUlllbia University., 
1935), p. 76. . 1 
l93l), p. xvii. . 
3 
5 Lewis M. Terman, "J;ntroduction," ~ Measurement of~ 
Interests· bY Douglas Fryer (New York: Henry Holt and·co:rnpany, 
·--- --- .. !I==== 
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schools might be both lightened and enlightened to some 
small degree, in guiding students towards or away from the 
occupational goals concerned, and the responsibilities of 
admissions officers in colleges which offer these subjects 
might. be-appreciably les!'Jened. 
III. THE SIGNIFICAl~CE OF THE STUDY 
The result to be gained from such a study would'thus 
be twofold: a reduction in student withdrawals caused by 
misapprehension regarding -certain personal 'iiiualifications 
for the chosen work, and an increase in student satisfac-
tion and, thE)refore, better ad-justment. Strong points 
out that the ad:vantage to, the educational institution 
extends beyond the reduction of student mortality: 
There are two major problems in the selection of 
students for college. First, there is the problem 
of selecting applicants .who will do satisfactory 
scholastic work in school. Second, there is the 
problem of selecting. applicants who after graduation 
will be successful practitioners, enjoy their rrork, 
and be a source of pride to the profession. It is 
~uite true that unless a student has the ability to 
study he will ne:ver ha:ve the opportunity to practice. 
But it is also true that if ability to pass examinations 
is the sole criterion for selection and graduation there 
will be graduated ·almost e:very year men who are6no credit to either their alma mater or their profession. I 
Fryer gi:ves considerable emphasis to the importance i 
6 Edward K. Strong, Jr., Vocational Interests of Men 
and Women (Stanford Uni:versit;y, California-: Stanford 
Uni:versity Press, 1943), p. 58. 
---· --~---- ----------- -ll 
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of interests in the ind-ividual's adjustment: 
A measure of interests is valuable for its <own sake, 
to permit a more ·happy adjustment to life. The h¥pi-
ness of the individual grows out of his interests. 
Without interests, work is colorless and drab; 
with·interests, work seems worthwhile to the individual 
abilities are developed, and achievements are realized.B' 
Happy accomplishment is the foundation of a modern 
individualistic philosophy. Interest measurement is 
concerned with a distribution of interests which this 
philosophy assumes as .the basis of happiness. The · 
significance of iE.terest measurement lies not. in its 
relation to social. efficienc;y, but rather in its ·· 
measurement of a cultural de9elopment which is 
related to social happiness •• 
Nevertheless,, Fryer does not omit. refere:t:lce to the 
direct benefits which may accrue to society through the 
meas.urement of individual interests: 11 Good w.orkers result 
from. interests and .interests dev~lop with good work.nlO 
IV. REVIIDT OF RELATED RESEARCH 
Referring to certain general f-acts which "seem 
_fairly welJ, established in regard to the psycholqgy of 
interests,-" Darley says: 
The best measurements of interests are those -which 
attempt to. get the student to express- choices among a 
wide range of activities_to .which he has been .exposed, 
'lrFryer., .illl. • .u.t.., P·· 436.i • 
8 Ibid., p • 189. 
9 Ibid,, Preface, p. v. 
10 Ibid., p. .44l. 
I 
I 
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rather than asking him·to express pr..eferences for 
specific occupations·ybout which he can have only 
limited information.l 
From the Kuder Preference Record, which is the instrument 
used for the-present study, scores':may be obtained indicat-
ing the student's preferences for nine separate types of 
activities: mechanical, computational, scientific, 
persuasive-, artistic, literary, musical,. soqial service, 
cand clerical. 
Hahn and vTilliams administered the test tq 791 
women Reservis:ts and concluded that it is possible to 
differentiate certaii1 occupatiqnal groups by· scores on 
•the· Kuder Preference Rec.ord. They found that noccupationall. 
. \ 
groups are as clearly differen.tiated. on interest scale;;: by 
their •rejection' scores as they are by t):leir •acceptance' 
or •interest in' scores,n and that interested groups showed 
a much greater differentiation frozn the total standardiza-
tion groups_than-did the sU;l;l.,-gro)lps containing na large 
proportion of individuals dis.interested in or dissatisfied 
with the type of work they are doing;nl2 
In her study of graduates of the School of Home 
Ec.onomics of Ohio State University,_Lehman found varying 
~1 John G, Da:rley, Testing and Counseling in the 
.El.gh-School Guidance Progxam ··(Chicago: Science Research 
Associates, 1943) p. 115. 
· 12 Milton E. Hahn and Cornelia T. 1Hlliams l 1The 
Measured.Interests of Marine Corps Women Reservistsin 
Journal .Qf ALJpli.e.Q, Psychology, XXIX (June, 1945), 2 0. 
---~ I -~ 
I 
patterns of interests for hospital dietitians, teachers 
of home economics, restaurant and tearoom managers, and 
others, although the study did not reveal a pattern of 
interests characteristic of home economists as a group. 
She concludes that a student considering home economics as 
a field ncan profitably compare her own interests with the 
outstanding preferences of those actively engaged in various 
professions requiring a home economics background.wl3 
Yum administered the Kuder Preference Record to 
193 students at the University of Chicago, and found 
significant differences among groups enrolled in different 
divisions of the University. His conclusion was: 
The divisional differences on some of the major 
types of preferential activities seem to be quite clear 
and consistent when the mean profiles of the diff erent 
divisions are compared. Both the physical and the 
biological science groups are significantly higher 
than the social science group in the scientific 
activities, while the latter is significantly higher 
than the others in the literary activities. On the 
other hand, the differences between the physical and 
biological groups are not very significant.l4 
Using the Record at De Pauw University, Heston 
developed norms for college freshmen. He expressed the 
opinion that the available norms are probably less 
1~ Ruth T. Lehman, "Interpretation of the Kuder 
Preference Record for College Students of Home Economics," 
Educational and Psychological Measurement, IV (Autumn, 1944), 
222. 
14 K. S. Yum, nstudent Preferences in Divisional 
Studies and Their Preferential Activities,n The Journal~ 
PsYchology, XIII (April, 1942), 199. 
7 
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satisfac:tC:JrY, at .the c0llege level th~ a.t any othE)Ij ,1?. 
The· results o:f the adlninistration of the Pre:ferE;lnce 
Rec,ort:\:. to H!J.rvard :freshme11· led: to . the.. fQllCV~<ing · condus·iop: 
" 
• it a.ppea;rs- that the- Kude:r. score~ provide a, SQ',ll;ld 
. basis :for ,di[fer,entiat~g · amQUg Haryard .. sh.dent~>. who 
propose to conc,entra.te 1:n. different, a.ca.demi.c fie],ds~·-" A 
se,t'o:f nine·weights·was•compu,ted:.bJ" means- of whicl1 ."a .. 
s.tudent c~ be p¥ced. in. one. of ·two groups.· of: fields. 
KeE)ping cer;tain limita-tions · fu, mind, the tes.ter CaiJ. by 
_· using the results .. ol>,tCJ,ine.q , Il),iRlcndze a_cad,eiiliG_ d:l;s sa:M:s[a,qt_ion I 
. among. students. who se.ek,his aiel. nl6 
B;U'rY' made a s.tudY' o.f the in teres:~ pr.o:file9 . of 
.1;,263. w;omen stu.dents preParing :for '-:!lll,iom;. OGCUpa>!;ions, and 
the table· o:( lJledians.:.and, iquart:Lles whic;tt appear.s in .the 
Ktlder MalJ.u~l infii.cates; sign~f:ica,n:t differences in interest 
. patterns ,17 . 'A group of. 128 stuQ.ent~. of. ph)"sical education 
was· ~ong/ the students te~ted .• Nq·other dl:).ta appear to l:Je 
,. ' . . 
a:vaila,ble .for 1-fOll\en: students- ii1 this .field., alth,C:Jugh:KVder 1 s 
..... l.~JC?.S.e.Ph G •. Hes-t;o11, : nqollege, Fl'es..hm.en Norms, for: the 
..... R:Cl.der. Prefer.enceRecqrd,,-~_OccuPations,,_ .XXVI· (~T():VE)mbe.r,.,l91o7),,~ 
. 
9?.:- 94;·~- _i6 ~drew .R •. :Baggaley., nTheHelation between Sc:,ores. ' II 
Obt.ain. ed_ by Ha:r:vard.·.Fr. e ..sbme.n .oh th. e.: KtJ4er Fre.fere.·nce·.R ..ec()rd 1· 
and· Their Fields of Concentration, n. The Jommal . of 
. Ed.ucatio:riai .· Psych0loeci:,_. pq;:vnr _(1-{ovember, .. 1,~47) ~ 4?4. il. 
. 17 G,; Frederic Kgder, Reyised ManJ:!al fop the Kuder 1 
Preference.·;Record_ (Cllicago :_ Sc_ience, Hes,earch Associates., I 
1946), p; ·12. ' 
• 
• 
l 
male base group, for WhOID.'·Inean S_cores and St9Jlda:rd 
deyiati:ons are gi~en in the Ma,nual, iriclud:es sixty 
. p:Q.ysicaJ: educaition instructors. The l'itera:tur~· does, not 
o:(.t:e:r any sta,tistic:s coyering phys;ica;+. ther-apists. 
The· present stlidy will seek to. anaJ.yze the reslilts 
obtainedA;rom. th~ administ;er:I,ng of,, the Kuder ~e:(erence 
R<?cord to. a group, of women. s·tudents in a professional 
school o:( ph~sical;edl;l,R,ation. and,pl:J.;y;sif;~a:l therapy;,_ in,an. I 
e:t;for.t. t9 f:ipd .. oli1;· whe.ther. or no;t they show; a, ehara,ct~:rist;ic'l 
pattern of inte:r:est;s.: ... 
l· 
I 
• 
• 
CHAPTER II 
. THE--METHOD. OF PR0CEDURE 
.. . : 
. In. this, ChaPt~~ th~ subj~Ct:;l includ~d in th~. s'tudy 
will b~ d~scrib~d, th~ instrum~nt em:P,loy~d will b~ 
iq~ntifi~d, ami th~ administratioi1 and. statistical pro-
·cedur~s· will b~ outlin~d. 
' . 
I. DESCRIPTION OF ·THE· STUDY GROUP 
. ~r-~··· 
f?h~ subjects s~l~ct~d-for. thestudy:w~r~ the students 
of.: Bouye-J39sto11 Schqol o:t: Physical E¢i"llcation, a ];Jrofessional 
.. school for. wom~n which is affiliai;~d with Tt)i'ts Gqll~g~. 
4pp:voximat~ly two thi;rqs of th~ stud~nt::> in th~ Scho6:J.elect 
the teacher:...training CO~se in physical, ed,uca,tion, and the 
remaining, Qne thi:rd take the. physi,cal therapy coursEl. 
Until the middle ·of the sopb,omore year the.· two programs 
. . ' 
are the· same; at that tim.e they diverge. · While the 
physical educatiOI1 . students continue. their training in 
sports, the dance, and.· oth~l!. · ski1ls ·. relate~; to their pro-
. fession; :the physical. therapy_ CC!Jldi,da:t~s.' stuqy <UJa:ii.OI!JY.·, and 
allied- sciences more intensively and .• ar.e- .tra-ined in 
. . . . ... . ' . .. "-· . - ,. . - - . -· '·- - ·- ' . - ' ' ' ' -
labo;ra.tory _practice ancJ.. i;eq~iques, ... TJ:l~-- gEmez:aJ,.~c~demiG 
.Pr'?gram .re~ins very much the same fo]:' the two group~ . 
. The phy13ical. education stud,ents gain practical experience 
.. teaching in nearby school§ and col1eg€ls, and the. physical 
•• 
• 
I 
I 
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t:tLerapy s,tudeRts . sp eRd a . SJ>ecified· n1!l.lllber of holll's ea9h j 
week .in the .clinics.· o:t; loeal'hospitals. I 
The number of students :l,ncluded in the present ·study [ 
is 159:, whi'ch wa,s approxinlait;ely 95 per 9ent; of· the .. total 
.enrollmeRt at the. time-the tests-were· <tdmin.istered. Since 
this was ·the spr.inK of. the yea~,. E!Ven the fresbma.-n. c~~s s 
had had aJ1!.9le time. to become oriented to· the School and to 
its course· of st11dy, and· the sophomores had had ov~r two 
moJ:lths o:f training following their separation into the 
two groups. of physical. E!ducation and physical yher,apy, 
The size of the cla,SSE!,S: and,, their s;qq-_group,s j,s 
g:l:~en, in the table b.elow. AJ.thoug;h at the beginning of 
the study. the. fr.eshmen wer~ •noy differenH<!tE!d;_their 
subsequent divisio!l is •here ind;l.cat(;)d:, and, throughoUt th.is 
. rep()rt the, freshlpaJ:l· group .will be · tr~ate<i , ill· •the. light of 
. their a9tua1 profes_s.ional .choic.€J .. 
TABLE ,I, 
.. DJ:STRIBUTION OF SUB_JECTB BY COLLE,GE CLASS .AND MAJOR STq'DY I 
Ma.jo.r . Freshmen Sophomores Juniors Seniors • .. To'lfa1 ' . -.. . - ~ . . ' ' ' ' . - . ' '' - '' :, :I 
il I[ , PhysicaJ:.edu~ation 
If . Physical therapy 
30' 
l3 
31' 
18 
24 21' 106 
12 10 53 
I: 
I' 
II 
. Totals 
. ._~ '.,.. . -
. ' 
I 43 ~9 2)6 2)1 .+59 
)I -
~~=~4~-·~. 
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I~. DESCRIPTION OF THE .STUDY INSTRUNENT 
The instr~ent used in the. study was the _Kud~r 
?reference Record, FormB:M (for machinE1 scoring},. 1942 
In this Form of the Record there. are seventeen 
pages containing a total of 16.8 groups- of. suggested 
activities arranged in tr.iads, There are, therefore, 
504 items presented for the -reader's consideration, each 
I 
I 
of them :falling in on~ of the nine al'eas of interest 
measur:ed: mechanical, computational, scientific, persuasive, 
artist:i,c, literary, musical, socia·l serv:i,ce, and clericaL l1 
. From each group of three. the person taking the te~t selects I 
the activity which he likes most, an(l that. whicl:lhe likE1s 
least, and indicates these-preferences and aversions on 
the separate ans.wer sheet. .. He is instructed to make his . 
choice on the assumJ)tion that he· could. have the necessary 
training. and experience to enable him to perform all of the 
activities. This is an approved method of procedure in. 
the measurement .. of interests, as, Ca-rter indicates: 
A general view of the studies-of the past ten years 
does n'ot support the-idea that experience in a given 
occupation is necessary to· the development of the .. 
. patterns of interest characteristic of that occupati6n.2 
G-.· Frede:6ic Kuder, Preference··Record, Form Bl'[ 
Machine Sc-oring (Chicago: Sc~ence Research Associates, 
Test Service Division, 1942) ~- . 
for 
The 
lj 
2 Harold D. Carter, Vocational Interests,and ~b I 
Orientation (Stanford University, California: St~or 
Un1.vers1ty Press, 1944), P· ll.. · [ 
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So, too'· Strong: 
Apparently inter.ests ty:pical of occupations .do not 
resu].t from experience· in the occupation, but rather 
the interests come first and. the, occupation is chosen 
because·· it :provides a _vork:tgg env·ironment in 1ihich the 
interests may be satisfied, · . , 
The .validity of the_ Kuder Prefer.ence Rec.ord. has not 
.yet been fully_ established, oving chiefly to the· fact {;hat 
it is- still a comparatiVE'Jlynevinstrument and th~ necessary 
research vas .. retarded by the var. The folloving points 
are brought out in the Manual4 tp sustain the·autllqr's 
clai~ to validit~: 
l. Mean profiles for the occupational groups 
studied showhigh score~ .on the scales .indicative Of the 
type of occupation OJ:> activities-in vhich they ar~ engaged. 
2. These--findings- are supported by stud.ies made by 
ot}ler ,investigators. 
3. Median·profiles:for groups .. of college stud.ents I 
' preparing for various o.ccup;ations sh01-T results similarly . I 
coJ;Isistent with .exp.ectations-, both positively and negatively,[/ 
The :profile sheets. which are available for adults [ 
·give norms based .upon scores. obtained from 2,667 men· and I 
I 
3 Ed(ward K. Strong.,. Jr •, Voca-tional, Interests· of .Men . ·~,~ 
and vTomen,. Stanford University,_ California; St<!-ll:ford ( 
.unive:rsi:ty Press, 1943), I>· 5l. . ' 1 
4 G. Frederic Kuder, .Rev-ised Manua-l .. for the Kuder 
Preference Record (Chicago:'· Sclence Resear'ch: Assciciates, 
1\346), pp. 9-lf?. . . . . 
I 
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I 
1,42~ women engaged in occupations, "with each major 
occupational group weighted· in proportion to its occur-
rence in the general populationa5 (excepting unskilled and 
semi-skilled male workers). Similar profile sheets, with 
separate profiles for boys. and girls, are based upon scores 
made by nearly ·3,900 high school students. There are also 
median •profiles• of college students. Commentators in 
general refer to the need for more adequate nor~6 ~d the 
author himself indicates in the Manual that additional 
research is necessary. Carter says·: "There is insufficient 
evidence of the validity and accuracy of the occupational 
classification indicated in the Manual,•?· and continues with 
the statement, referring to interest inventories in general, 
that there is little clear-cut evidence of their validity 
· ''"' ri - · 
for the prediction of vocational choice, owing 1n part to 
the complexity of the problem. 8 Nevertheless, •Inte+est 
tests are more valid than they are generally considered to 
be.•9 
The reliability of the scales 1n all nine· interest 
areas. for various groups reported in the Manual averages in 
0 Ktlder, .Q.U • .sa.t., p ~ 19. 
6 ~. &nta, p. 8, note 15. 
7 Carter, .QQ· cit., p. 15. 
8 ;J;bid • 1 p • 32 • 
9 Ibid .. I p. 68. 
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the neighborhood of .90. Triggs reports that the 
reliabilities· ~are high enough to be used in counselling 
• 
individuals,wlO and Hahn says that the Record is 
"reasonably reliable for age groups as low as the eighth 
grade.w11 
A copy of the instrument and of the Manual will be 
found in the Appendix. 
III. ADMINISTRATION OF THE INSTRUMENT 
Permission having been obtained from the 
instructors, the test was administered to the students 
during their regular class periods, fifty minutes in 
length. Most of the· students completed the answer sheets 
before the end of the period, but in the case of a few 
who had not finished, they were permitted to continue, or 
to complete the Record at a later convenient time, since 
it haS no time-limit. With one or two exceptions, all 
manifested considerable interest in filling in their choices, 
and were eager to see the results, which were drawn off 
the machine-scored answer sheets and made available to them 
in profile form. 
10 Frances Or&lind Triggs, nA Study of the Relation 
of Kuder Preference Record Scores· to Various Other Measures~ n 
EdUcational and Psychological Measurement, III (Autumn,1943J, 
354. 
11 Milton E. Hahn nNotes on the Kuder Preference 
Record," Occupations, xxfii (May, 1945), 467. 
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IV. STATISTICAL TREATMENT OF THE DATA 
The means and standard deviations in the nine areas 
mea?ured were computed from the raw scores obtained by the 
following groups: 
1. The entire group of 159 students. 
2. The physical education group of 106 students. 
3. The physical therapy group of 53 students. 
4. The physical education group by classes. 
5. The physical therapy group by classes. 
Comparisons were then made between groups 1, 2, and 
3 above and the Kuder base group of 1 1 429 women engaged in 
various occupations·. Critical ratios were calculated 1n 
each case, to determine whether or not each or any of the 
three groups differed significantly from the base group. 
A similar comparison was made between groups 2 and 3, to 
show whether or not there was an appreciable differentiation 
of interests between the-physical education group and the 
physical therapy group. 
Critical ratios were also calculated to ascertain 
the relationship between the scores of the physical educ~-
/ tion group of Bouve-Boston School of Physical Education 
students and those of sixty Physical Education Instructors 
who are included in a Kuder base group of 2,667 men 
engaged in various occupations. 
• 
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Sipoo the only """'e<~"''""'"ed >eor" available for --r -
comparison with o.ther women stude:ats pursu:i.ng the same 
majo.r are given. in the form of media:as· and ;GJ.ua:rtiles for 
128 students·· of plJ.y:sica:l educa.tio:a, based•· on norms 
obta·ined from 490 co.llege women, medians .. and ~~uartiles 
based on the· same norms were calculated for the physical 
·education students· in· the· study group; to ascertain whether 
o.r not their inter\'sts resembled those of other students 
in the·field. 
The purpose· of obta:i.n:i.ng the means and standard 
deviations of the study group bJ'" subject-ma·jors and 
. . 
classes was· to. make it possible, by survey, to find out 
whether there. was any trend to be, noted in, the progressio.n 
from the. freshman to the ·senior year. 
The formulas used. :in mak:i.ng. the above comparisons 
were the following: 
'12 1. The standard. erro.r of the mean •. , ; 
_ . l2 Henry E~ Garrett,, J?tatistics in Psycholo.5y .f!JlQ 
Educatiorip (New Yo.rk: Longmans; Green and .Co..; 1939 '· p. 201. ' ' . ' . . 
• 
• 
2.tThe standard error of the difi'erence betwElen,the 
means ;15 
3. The:;critical ratio.l4 
C. R • 
. 1:5 Dennis H~ Cooke,_ Ninimum Essentials o:f. Statistics 
(New ):ork: The Nacmillan Company; 1936), P• 99. · 
14 Herbert Sorenson Statistics :for Students oi' . 
Psychology and Education (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
·.Inc., 1936), p; 32~. · 
18 
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CHAPTER III 
THE FUIDINGS OF THE STUDY 
This chapter will set forth in tabulated form the 
statistical data resulting from the study. Tables of 
critical ratios were set up and considered in the light of 
Sorenson's conclusion: "'1o/hen the cr.itical ratio is more 
than 3, it is practically certain that the difference. in 
the means is a real and true one. nl 
I. THE GROUP .AS A 1lliOLE 
Because of the homogeneity resulting from the. com-
paratively small. size of the study group. and from the 
resemblances in the·course of study followed by all 
members, acomparison was first made between the group as 
a whole and the Kuder base group of .1,429 women engaged i11. 
various occupations. The results, given in Table II, 
indicate significant differences (critical ratios larger 
than 3) in all.but two of the nine areas of interest 
measured. 
On the musical, scientific, ·and· mechanical scales, 
. . 
the study .group made significantly higher scores, the 
I Herbert Sorenson Statistics for Students .of 
psychology and. Education (Ne1-l York:. McGraw-Hill BooK 
Company'· Inc. ; 1936) , . :P. 3~0 . 
• 
• 
critical ratios being 3.22, 3.43, and 5.00 respectively. 
That the score.s of the Kuder group were significantly 
higher in the computational and literary areas, is shown 
by critical ratios of 5.83 and 6.86 respectively. 
·Out-
standing differences appear in the social service and 
clerical measurements~~the study group scoring higher in 
the former, uith a critical ratio of 11.60, and the Kuder 
. :. . 
group. higher in the latter, with a critical ratio of 18.87 • 
. , 
Only in the artistic and· persuasive fields, in each of 
wll.i_ch the Kuder rating was slightly higher than that of the 
study group, vere the differences so small as to be. 
c.onsidered negligible • 
20 
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TABLE II 
CRITICAL RATIOS OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN.MEAN SCORES 
OF THE ENTIRE STUDY GROUP OF '.159 BOUVE-BOSTON STUDENTS 
.AND THE KUDER BASE GROUP OF 1,429 WOMEN 
Entire Kuder 
I Interest :2tudy Grou11 Base GroUI!· Diff. s. E. scales· Ml S.E.M1 Mz S.E.M M1 ~ Mz Diff. Cr.R • .. 2 
MEC 59.70 1.33 52.67 .45 7·:03 1.40 5.00 
COM 26.42. .. · .86 31.75 .31 -5.35 .91 ' 5. 831 
SCI 59.13 1.23 54.70 .39 4.43 •1.29 3.43 
PER 59.32 1.18 61.50 .45 -2.18 1.26 l. ?,3 
.ART 53.06 l.2l 53.43 .43 -•.37/ 1.28 
· .29 'I 
LIT 43.96 1.19 52.60 .41 I -8.64· l.26 6.861 
MUS 24.21 .82 21.47 .24 ' •2.74 .85 3.22 
I 
soc . 97.09 1.26 81.42 .50 15.67 1.35 11.60 
CLE 42.68 ,94 62.31 .44 -19.63 1.04 18.87 
' 
I 
• I 
I 
i 
I I 
• 
• 
--=- . .,---.::___---:::___ =-·- --
The figures reported in Table II appear, therefore, 
to indicate that if the sample on which this study is based 
can be considered representative, students of physical 
education or physical therapy do not score particularly 
high in computational, literary, or clerical interests, 
but tend to have substantially higher scores on the 
mechanical, scientific, and social service scales, 
especially the latter, and also probably have some interest 
in music.2 
II. THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION MID PHYSICAL THERAPY GROUPS 
DJ COMPARISON WITH THE KUDER BASE GROUP AND \HTH EACH OTHER 
The scores obtained by the physical education and 
physical therapy groups separately were then compared with 
the scores of the Kuder base group, to ascertain whether 
further differentiation,might be made. The critical ratios 
for these comparisons are shown in Tables III and IV • 
2 Cf. infra, p. 25. 
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TABLE III 
CRITICAL RATIOS OF THE DIFFERENCES BETifEEN MEAN SCORES 
OF 106 PHYSICAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN THE STUDY GROUP 
AND THE KUDER. BASE GROUP OF 1,429 v/OMEN 
106 P;E. Kuder 
Interest Students Base Grou12 Diff. s. E. 
Cr.R., Scales }fl S.E.Ml ~ S.E.~ }fl -,. ~ Diff. 
MEC 58.89 1.59 52.67 .45. 6.22 1.65 3.77 
CO:H 26.41 1.09 31.75 .31 -5.34 1.13 4;. 72 
SCI 55.87 '1.38 54.70 .39 1.17 1.43 .82 
PER 60 .• 63 1 .• 43 61.50 .45 
- .87 1.49 .58 
.ART 51.76 1.49 53.43 •. 45 -1.67 1.55 1.07 
LIT 44.43 1.45 52.60 .41 -8.17 1.51 5.411 
MUS 24.48 1.06 21.47 .24 3.01 1.09 2. 76 
soc 98.37 1.51 81.42 .50 16.95 ·1.59 10.661 
CLE 43.23 .1.21 62.31 .• 44· -19.08 1.29 14.08 
I 
• 
• 
TABLE IV 
CRITICAL RATIOS-OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN NEAN SCORES 
OF 53 PHYSICAL THERAPY STUDENTS IN THE STUDY GRODP 
Mll THE KUDER BASE GRODP OF 1,429 WOHEN 
53 P. T. Kuc'[er 
Interest students Base Grou.2 Diff. s. E. 
Scales Ml S.E.M ~ 
. 1 I?·E·~ M1 .,. ~ Diff. Cr .R. 
MEC 6l.64 2.42 52.67 .45 8.97 2.46 3.65 
COM 26.43 1.39 31.75 .31 -,5.32 1.42 '3.75 
SCI 65.79 2.22 54.70 .39 11.09 2.25 4.93 
PER- 56.72 2.03 61.50 .45 .,4.78 2.08 2.30 
.ART 55.94 1.99 53.43 .• 43 2.51 2.04 1.23 
LIT 43.02 2.06 52.60 .41 -9 .. 58 2.10 4.56 
HlJS 23.66 1.28 21.47 .24- 2.19 1.30 1.68 
soc 95.30 2.35 81.42 .50 13.88 2.40 .5.78 
CLE 41.94 1.54- 62.31 .44 -20.37 1.60 12.73 
24 
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From a study of Tables III and IV it is immediately 
noted that while the critical ratio in the scientific area 
for the physical therapy group is 4,93, for the physical 
education group it is only .82, or not significantly 
different from the Kuder base group of adult women engaged 
in occupations. Since the critical ratio in this field 
for the group as a whole was 3 .• 43, this would indicate that 
it is the physical therapy students who score high in 
scientific interest. Although critical ratios shown for 
both groups have declined from those for the· group as a 
whole in all other fields except persuasive and artistic, 
they still range from 3,65 to 14.08 except in the musical 
l 
scale, where in the· case of the physical education students 
the figure has dropped to 2. 76, and .for the physical therapy 
students to .1.68. Since the critical ratio for the entire 
.group in mus-ical activities was only 3.22, it would seem 
that the score for this scale is probably not of statistical 
significance. 
It is interesting to note that both the physical 
education and the physical therapy ·groups rated lover on 
the persuasive scale than the base group, but the critical 
ratio in the first instance-is .58 and in the· second, 2.30 . 
On the artistic scale, the physical therapy students rate 
higher, and thephysical education students lower, than the 
25 
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II 
base group, the critical ratios being 1.23 and 1.07 
respectively. The critical ratio for the physical 
education students on the social s·ervice scale is 10.66, 
almost twice as large as the 5.78 for the physical therapy 
students. 
The results of the comparison between the two 
professions represented by the study group are given in 
Table V. 
26 
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TABLE V 
CRITICAL RATIOS OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEAN SCORES 
OF 106 PHYSICAL EDUCATION STUDENTS .ft.l.Jl) 
.· 93 Ph-ySICAL THERAFY STUDENTS 
106 P. E. 53 P. T. 
Interest students Students Diff. S. E. 
S9a1es :M1 S.E.M ~-. s.~~~ M1 ..,. M:a Diff; Cr.R • . 1 
'• ' 
NEG 58.89_ 1.59 61.64- 2,42 -'-2.75 2~89 .95 
COM .26 .• 41 1.09 26.43 1.39 
-
.02 '1.77 .• 01 
SCI 55.87 .1.38 65 .• 79. 2.22 -9.92 ·2.61 3.80 
PER 60.63 1.43 ~6.72 2.03 '3.91 2.48 '1.57 
ART 51.76 1.49 55.94 1.99 -4.18 2.49 .1.57 
LIT 44.43 .1.45 43.02 2.06 .1.41 2 ..• !?2 .56 
MUS 24.48 1.06 23.66 1.28 .82 1.66 .49 
soc 98.37 1.51 95.30 2.35 3.07 •2.78 1.10 
CLE 43.23 1.21 41.94 1.54 1.29 1.96 .66 
The fact that the scientific is the only area in 
which the critical ratio of the difference between means is 
sufficiently large to be significant corroborates the 
figures given in Tables III and IV. This finding is also 
in line with expectations, since an important re~uisite for 
acceptance in the physical therapy course is ability to do 
satisfactory work in science. VJhile this study maJ;tes no 
attempt to correlate scholastic standing with interests, it 
may be pointed out that Carter came to the following con-
clusion: 
~ general, the evidence seems to show that school 
achie·vement as measured by marks or by standardized test 
scores may be predicted., although somewhat inefficiently, 
by interest inventory scores. The correlations are 
usually lew, but are sE>metimes moderately high, 
especially when the measures correlated are highly 
reliable. The correlations are not independent of 
intelligence or other possible predictive factors, but 
an independent contribution to the prediction oan be 
made over and above that furnished by intelligence 
tests • • • • The· ex~stence of clear-cut patterned 
relationships indicates that differences in achievement 
in .various subject fields can be predicted by means of 
interest tests.3 
'' . 
III. THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION GROUP AND INSTRUCTORS IN 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION INCLUDED IN THE KUDER MEN'S GROUP 
Included in the Kuder base group E>f 2,667 men in 
various occupations for whom mean scores and standard 
3 Harold D. Garter, Vocational ~terest§ ~ ~ 
Orientation (Stanford University, Cali~rnia: Stariford 
University Press, 1944), pp. ~0-41. 
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devia·tions are given in the HaiJ.ua1, 4 are 60 physical .educa-
tion instructors.. Table VI compa:res their scores with 
those-of the physical education students.in the. study group. 
TABLE.VI 
CRITICAL RATIOS OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ME.AN.SCORES 
OF 106 PHYSICAL EDUCATI.ON STUDENTS IN THE STUDY GROUP 
.AND 60 PHYSICAL EDUCATION. INSTRUCTORS IN THE KUDER GROUP 
106 P. E. 60 P. E. 
. ·Interest students Instructors Diff • S. E • 
, ..
.. . 
Scg.les M S.E.H M2. S.E,~ Ml -:-,M2: Diff. Cr .fl.. . 1 
.· 1 
. 
' ' ' 
MEG 58.89 1 .• 59 ·. 66.70. 2.60 -.7. 8),. 3.05 .2..51 
COM 26.41 1.09 29.80 ' .95 -'3.:.39 1.45,· 2.,9f.!, 
SCI 55.87 1.38 64.00 1.85 -8.13 2.31' 3.52 
' 
' 
PER 60.63 1.43 68.],2 ~.39 -7.49 2.•79• 2.68 
~T 51.?6 1.49 39.83 .1.33 \ 11.93 2.00 5.97 
LIT 44 .• 43 1.45 48.67 1.71 -4.24 2.24 1.89 
"· 
NUS 24,.48 1.06 17.17 1.04-. 7.31 1.48 4.94 
soc 98.37 1.51 95.50 2.03 2.87 2,.53 .1.13 
CLE 43 .,23 .1.21 40.00 1.44· 3.23. 1.88 1.72 
· , 4 G. Frederic. Kuder, Revised ManuaLfor the .Kuder 
Pre·ference-Record. (Chicago:' Science ·Research .Associa,tes, 
1946), :J?P: 10-ll. 
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In three areas- the scientific, the-arti:;;tic, and 
the musical - the differences are large enough to be 
significant. The- meR r s group scores higher than the 
study group iB- scientific interes-ts,. the critical ratio 
being 3.5~, and.the wom~n scorehigher than the men in 
artistic and· musical- interests, so. that the resulting 
critical ratios are·· 5.97 and 4.94 respectively. Studies 
made by other invest:Lga,tors ;rould seem to indicate,_ hovever, 
that these differentiations. are more-owing to sex than. to 
occupational interests • _Carter and Strong found_, fqr 
instance, in usillg the Strong. Vocational Interest Test with 
high school students, that nthe especi<:J.·l· field of the males 
is that of the sciences,_rr5 a.qd Strong's SUlJlliUl.rY sta-tes that 
"men prefer s_ci~ntHic ,_ athlet:f,c ,_ legal, poli tic~l aJ1d 
selling activities; while women prefe:J; musiqal,_ .a_rtistic, 
literary_, social and religious. activities.~6 Yum concluded 
from his administration of. the Kl(lder .Prefer.ence Record to 
students in d-ifferent divisional-, group.s at the university of 
. Chicagg: _ "lilhen_ th!? men and women in the entire g_rOl/-P are 
compared, the-men are significantly higher. than the women. in 
the scientific and:persuas:j_ve activities • .. • whil_e the 
·· :5_H~rold D._Carter and E •. K. Strong, Jr., .11Sex 
Differences in Occupational Interests of High _S_chool 
Students," The· Personnel: Jour.nal, XII (October, 1~33), 170. 
H. Edward K • . Strong, J:r., Vocational Interes-ts. of'. Men 
and 1vomen (Stanford University~ California,: Stanford 
_____ _L_~ver,sfty_Press~ 1943)_, 1'· 34o_•· __ -_ 
--- ~~--
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women are significantly higher in the artistic and social 
n7 
. . Assuming those findings to be service activities • 
true for the present comparison, a close resemblance would 
be indicated behreen the pattern of interests of the study 
group and that of the male physical education instructors. 
IV. PHYSICAL EDUCATION STUDENTS 
IN THE STUDY GROUP A1~ IN THE BARRY GROUP 
Cora Miner Barry made a study of 1,263 women 
students preparing for various occupations, among whom 
were 128 students of physical education. Hedians and 
'quartiles for her group are given in the Nanual, 8 together 
with percentile rarli's corresponding to the median, which 
are based on norms obtained from 490 women freshmen at the 
of Wisconsin. These norms also appear in the University 
Manual. 9 Similar computations were made for.the study 
group and median percentile ranks obtained, to make 
possible the comparison given in Table VII. 
K. S. Yum, nstudent Preferences in Divisional 
Studies and Their Preferential Activities,Tt The Journal of 
Psychology, XIII (April, .1942), 198 • 
8 Kuder, ~· cit., pp; 16-17. 
9 Ibid , , p • 22 • 
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TABLE VII 
MEDIANS AND tQ;!U.ARTILES FOR .106 PHYSICAL- EDUCATION ST!JDENTS 
IN THE STUDY GROUP ANEll28 PHYSICAL EDUCATION STUDENTS 
IN THE BARRY . GROUP 
. 
Studz Groun Barrz Grou11 
I 
J32 
•Interest ·Percentile · Percent•ile 
Scales Score ··Rank Score Rank 
MECHANICAL: Median.·· 57.5 78 58 79 
;~ 3 69 84 
'lll 1 47 37 
C Ol1PUTATI ONAL: Median. 24 44 26 51 
(~ 3 31 38 
··Q;l J. 18 14 
SCIENTIFIC: .Median 56 64. 56 64 
:Q;! 3 64 75 
IQ;)l 46 41 
PERSUASIVE: ·Median 61 32 57 24 
;Q 3 70 77 
(Q 1 50 44 
.ARTISTIC: Median 53 63 51 57 
fQ 3 61 70 
·~ 1 40 . 34 
LITERARY: Medd:an 42.5 22 46 27 
.:112 3 55 66 
<Q.ll 33 30 
MUSICAL: Median 25 46 23 39 
'. 
•Q. 3 33 34 
--Q 1 16 12 
SOCIAL SERVICE_: Median 98 74 94 69 
'·\i! 3 109 lll 
·~ 1 90 77 
CLERICAL: Median 41 21 44 '26 
IQ 3 50 ., 60 
~Q 1 35 29 I __ 
I ,I 
I 
__j==ff=='==l 
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The- medians for the two groups .Shorm in Table VII 
show a considerable degree of consistency. For the 
scientific area they are. identical, for. the mechanical 
area the diff.erenceis only .5. In no case is there a 
difference in median scores gr.eater than 4. Comparison 
with the norm group shows relationships consistent with 
the results given in preceding tables i median ·per.centile 
ranks are rrell above 50 in the mechanical, scientific, and 
sociaL service scales, and appreciably lorrer in the 
p er_suas-ive, literary, . and clerical. The study group 
appears to rank higher in scientific and. artistic·interest 
as compared rrith the University of ~risconsin freshmen than 
it did in comparison-rrith the .Kuder base group of women, 
and lower in persuasive interest-on the same basis. The 
. score in the computational field. is ·not so law as might 
have been expected, and the Ba.!'ry group compares favorably 
in this respect. rrith the. Wiscons-in freshmen. 
Scores-of the study•group·are in every instance 
lorrer at the. 75th percentile • and higher at the 25th •per-
centile than those of the Barry group, indicating a smaller 
/ dispersion for the middle.50 per·cent of•Bouve-"Boston.School 
·students • 
~-~---
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V. COMPARATIVE SCORES _OF THE STUDY GROUP BY CLASSES 
In Tables VIII and IX are given the means and 
standard deviations of the physical education and physical 
therapy students in the study group for the freshman, 
sophomore, junior, and senior years. 
:j:nterest 
Scales 
MEC 
COM 
SCI 
PER 
ART 
LIT 
MUS 
soc 
CLE 
TABLE VIII 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF 
106 PHYSICAL EDUCATION STUDENTS 
30 31 24 
Er!2:2hmen Sollhomore§ Junior§ 
M. S.D. M. S.D. M. S.D. 
61.80 18.90 58.35 13.56 58. 00 15.97 
27.00 9.92 27.19 13.20 26.49 10.31 
63.00 14.72 54.77 12.07 56 . 37r 13.30 
61 . 30 12 .22 62.1.0 16 .19 59.63 17.34 
49 .70 13 . 41 50.81 14.05 50.38 18.33 
43.10 13 . 57 ·43.71 15.70 42.50 14.04 
22.30 12.07 27.00 9.43 24 . 63 10.36 
95.30 20.38 96 . 97 14.24 100 . 37 11.02 
43 . 50 10.68 41.52 9.40 42.37 15.83 
21 
SeniQr~ 
M. S.D. 
57.14 16.42 
23.27 9.78 
46.71 ll.73 
58 .14 11. 54 
62.43 13.97. 
48.43 15.72 
23 . 71 10.95 
102 . 29 10.55 
44.14 12.04 
34 
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TABLE IX 
:\ ' 
' . 
MEANSAND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF 
. 55 PI:txSIGAL THERAPY STUDENTS 
15 ' 18 
Interest Freshmen- ·Sophomore's 
Scales- .. M, S.D. M. S.D. 
MEC 69.92 14.24 54.72 17.05 
COM 52.08 8.19 23.50 :8.90·' 
SCI 75 ~54-19. 99 57.50 11.46 
PER 51.69 14.03 60.50 12.17 
.ART 51.69 13.33• 56.50 16.74 
LIT 39.69 11;97 45 .• 17 16.98· 
MUS 19.62 '7.95 21.83 8.55 
soc 94.00 17.96 I 98.50 16.62 
CL;E 37.58 10.89· 47.50 10.97 c 
. 
12 
Jlllliors · 
M~ ·. S.D. 
62.08 16.58 
28·;75 10.06 
71.25 14.24 
59.25 13.53 
57.50 8;62 
46.00 16.90 
24. 00 .10 .10 
89._25 17~50 
36 .• 75,. 9.01 
10 . 
Seniors 
M. . S.D. 
62.70 16.351 
24.oo 12.12 I 
I 
63.90 11.541 
53 ;40 18.15 I 
58.50 14.21 
39;90 10;04 
31 •. 80 '5. 72 
96.90 12.30 
40.20 ·9.51 
J 
• 
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For both groups, the -sophomore means·· are- lower than 
the freshman means on the-mechanical'and scientific scales; 
·the physical. education sophomores also rank lower than the 
freshmen in the clerical area,, and.:_the physical·therapy 
sophomores- in· the computational area._ In the remaining 
five areas there is an increase for the pe:riod in the two 
sophomore groups., 
In the junior -and senior years., the- physical 
education students show progressively lowerscores in 
computational interests, despite the. sophomore increase; 
in clerical interests, the moveis upward. The•physical 
therapy students,. on_ the other han~., show a· higher score in 
computational interest in thE:) junior year-, though not so 
high as- in the freshman year, and again lovrer in the senior 
year, though not so·low as the sovhomores. The physical 
therapy juniors- have· the lovrest score in the ·.clerical area,_ 
the_ seniors ·scoring higher, though not so high as ·the 
sophomores. 
From the lovr point registered by· the physica-l therapy 
sophomores ·in mechanical. interes-t, the score -moves . upvrard 
_for_ the next.tvro years, but does ·not reach the height 
attained by the freshmen . The- physical educat-ion students, 
on the contrary, continue to rate lower in this area, I 
·although the scores are, on the whole, ·iiiuite consistent· '""n I 
1 It will be remembered that when the study group was comp::J 
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with the Kuder base group of women in occupations, its 
score was significantly higher on the mechanical scale, 
while on the computational and clerical scales its scores 
were significantly lower. 
In the musical and artistic areas, the physical 
therapy students show successively higher scores for each 
year, the trend being especially marked for the former 
interest; the physical education students decline from the 
high point in mus·ic reached in the sophomore year, but do 
not ·~uite touch the low point of the freshman year, nor are 
t he variations extreme. They, too, show. an upward trend 
in artistic interests·, al.though the junior mean score is 
very slightly lower than that for the sophomores. 
The physical therapy students move upward in 
literary scores in the sophomore and junior years, then in 
the senior year drop back almost to the freshman score. In 
this area the physica.l education students move up slightly 
in the sophomore year, then the juniors drop fractionally 
lower than the freshmen, and the seniors have the highest 
score of all. 
In the persuasive area, both groups score highest 
in the sophomore year, after which the scores continue a 
downward trend, being lowest in the senior year for the 
physical education students, and only slightly above the 
freshman low point for the physical therapy seniors. The 
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physical education scores in this area are, however, quite 
consistent. 
The social service scores- move steadily upward for 
the physical education students from the freshman to the 
senior years; the physical therapists show an increase from 
the freshman to the sophomore years, a drop in the junior 
year to a point lower than for the freshmen, then a rise 
in the senior year, but not quite to the score attained by 
• the sophomores. 
The scientific sc·ale was the only one for which the 
score of the physical therapy students as a group was 
significantly different from that of the physical education 
students. This is also the only area, with the exception 
of the persuasive, in which the trend is the s~e each rear 
I 
for both groups. From the freshman year it is down--up--
down, ending for the physical education students at the 
lowest point, for the physical therapy students lower than 
for the freshmen and juniors, but higher than for the 
sophomores. 
Regardless of intermediate variations, the seniors 
of both groups score higher than the freshmen in the 
artistic, literary, musical, social service, and clerical 
areas, and lower in. the mechanical, computational, and 
scientific areas. In the persuasive area, the senior 
physical education students score lower, and the senior 
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physical therapy students higher, than the freshmen in the 
same group. 
The decrease in scientific interests is, perhaps, the 
difference which is most unexpected, especially in the case 
of the physical therapy students. In making such com-
parisons, however, there are several considerations which 
must not be overlooked. In the first place, aS Strong says: 
Unlike most tests the score on a · vocational interest 
scale is not a measure of how much interest is possessed. 
It indicates the chance that the individual's interests 
agree with t8ose of the average successful man in the 
occupation. 
Carter feels that the ·arrangement of items in choice-triads 
as in the Kuder Preference Record •overemphasizes the choice 
element. That some persons have more interests than others 
without having any of the interests less intense because of 
the existence of the others is a reasonable hypothesis in 
the light of any available data.w11 
Fryerts comments on a study made by Cowdery12 of 
interest scores of medical, e·ngineering, and legal groups, 
•to see if there was a progressive increase according to 
advances in training," may also shed some light on the 
10 Strong, £2• cit., p. 90. 
ll Carter, £R• cit., p. 46. 
12 K. M. Cowdery "Meas~ement of Professional 
Attitudes, Differences Between Lawyers, PhysiciansL and 
Engineers," Journal of Personality Research, V (19~6-1927), 
131-141. 
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variations in interest shown by the study group at 
different academic levels: 
In none of these three professions is there an 
increase of professional interests corresponding to 
increase in training. The tendency is the other way, 
for those of less professional training to make higher 
scores in professional interests. The beginner in 
training would seem to be profess-ionally narrower in 
interests than the person of advanced professional 
training. Cowdery concludes from these results th&t 
interests tare not dependent upon the amount of 
training in the profession• and that tthe basis for the 
type of interest response is laid down in the make-up 
of the individuals by their experiences previoui to 
reaching the university professional training.• _3 
• • • if a group that is advancing in professional 
training shows lower and lower scores, as- is suggested 
by Cowdery's study, this evidence does not necessarily 
indicate that training is not causing interests. other 
interests are perhaps being developed by training 
different from this professional training, such as 
social and avocational. Also, the professional 
interests may be losing their domination of the total 
interest picture, yet be as great as they were at an 
earlier period of development. Training would be a 
causative factor in developing interests, both away 
from as well as toward ~ professional field. The 
influence of4training upon interests is yet to be determined. 
The lack of any well-defined trend in the interest 
scores of the study group from one college year to the next 
may thus be attributable in part to the fact that it is not 
the same group of individuals whos e interests are being 
measured from year to year, and conse~uently the variations 
13 Douglas Fryer, The Measurement of Interests 
(New York: Henry Holt and Co~pany, 1931), p. 213. 
14 l.l2J4.' p. 214. 
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in interest scores may be the result of variations in past 
interests; and in part to the fact that broadening interests 
resulting from training and greater maturity tend to shift 
the choice-responses from one area to another, without 
actual diminution in the amount of any of the original 
interests. 
While the present study is not concerned with 
permanence of interests as such, one finding resulting 
from Hartson's study at Oberlin College15 is worthy of 
record in connection with a consideration of interest 
fluctuations in this particular study group. From his 
data concerning permanence of choice for different 
occupational groups, he concluded: 
The occupations which have more than a 75 per cent 
holding power have been law, medicine, merchandizing, 
college teaching, physical education, and banking. 
The corresponding fields for the women have been 
physical education, library work, and high school 
teaching (74 per cent). {j:talics not in the originalJ 
This would appear to furnish additional indication that the 
data .above given, especially in the case of the physical 
education students, may reflect a change in range of 
interests rather than in amonnt. 
15 L. D. Hartson, "Vocational Stability of Oberlin 
Alumni," The Personnel Journal, VII (Jnne, 1928-A.:pril, 1929), 
184-85. 
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CRAFTER IV 
SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS 
I. SUMMARY 
For the jlillrpose of ascertaining whether or· not 
there existed a s]!ecific and identifiable interest ~ttern 
·for students of ]>'h~sical.education and- physical theran, 
the Kuder Preference Record .. was administered to l59 
students of Bouve-Boston School of ~hysical Education, of 
whom two thirds were maj.oring in ~hysical education and 
one third in physical thera.1).y. In. a.ccordance with the 
formul~. suggested by Sorenson and. others,. critical ratios 
were determined- for the differences · bet1feen. the means of 
the. Kuder base group"' of l, 429. women engaged in various 
occupations and (l) ·the entire· study groui!';, (2) each of 
the two sub-group-s; and b.etween the means of the two sub-
groups. A similar comwarison was made· bet<reen the 
physical educatio:a students in. the study groUJili and sixty 
].>hysical education instructors included in the -Kuder grou]i· 
of 2.,667 men engag.ed in var.ious occupations-. A critical 
ratio was considered statistically significant only if it 
was three or greater. Medians .. and •quar.tiles of the 
ji-hysical education students were comwared with like 
ji'ercentile ranks of a group. of l28 women :P'hysical education 
• 
• 
II 
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students reported by Barry and included in the Kuder Manual. 
A survey was made of the means and standard deviations of 
the two :professional groups included in the study, divided 
according to classes. 
II. FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
Briefly, the. findings indicated significant 
differences in interests between the students in both of 
the professions included in the study group and the Kuder 
base group in five areas. The physical therapy students 
also differed significantly on the scientific scale. The 
scientific area was the- only one for which the difference 
between the mean scores of the two professional groups was 
sufficiently large to be significant. 
S<tatistically significant differences in three scales 
were found between the physical education students and the 
male physical education instructors. The areas in which 
the differences occurred, however, wer.e those in which other 
investigators have found them to be attributable to sex 
rather than to variations in occupational interest. Con-
siderable resemblance was found between the median and 
quartile scores of the physical education students and 
those of students preparing for the same profession who were 
included in the Barry study. 
A survey of the means and standard deviations of the 
• 
• 
students in each professional group by classes indicated 
no discernible trend :from which conclus-ions might be drawn • 
III. CONCLUSIONS 
The:finding that the interest scores of the 
physical education students in the study group resembled 
closely those of other women students of physical education, 
as well as thos.e of male phys.ical education instructors, 
indicates a similarity of interests among those who have 
chosen that profession. The :f=ther finding that 
significant differences between the Kuder base group and 
the physical education students exis·t in :five interest 
areas, and between the Kuder base group and the physical 
therapy students in six interes-t areas, suggests that the 
Kuder Preference Record. may be useful in determining whether 
or not a student desiring to enter one of the two pro-
fessions-has an interest pattern similar to that of persons 
who are already studying or teaching in the field. 
IV. PROBLEMS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The present study suggests the need of additional 
research in the following subjects: 
l. 11eas=ement of interests of physical therapy 
majors, and .of practicing physical therapists. (The 
present study suffered from a lack of previous studies of 
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thi s specific field.) 
2. The relation of interests to academic achievement. 
3. The significance of interests for vocational 
success. 
4. The influence .of tra ining upon interests. 
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AN ABSTRACT OF A THESIS 
The aim of the study was to determine whether or not 
students majoring in whysical education or in ~hysical 
thera~~ possess a characteristic pattern of interests, as 
measured by the Kuder Preference Record. In view of the 
significant role which interests :£1!lay in haJV'JiiY vocational 
adjustment, it was felt that the investigation might yield 
results that would be hel~ful in counseling students con-
cerning the two ~rofessions involved. 
The test was admli<istered toward the end of the 
college year to 159 students, re~resenting each of the four 
classes, at Bouve-Boston School of JPhysical Education. 
Two thirds of the grou~ were major~ in -whysical education, 
and one third in whysical thera~~· In accordance with the 
formula suggested by Sorenson and others, critical ratios 
were calculated for the differences between the means of the. 
I 
Kuder base grou~ of 1,429 women engaged in various occupa-
tions and (l) the entire study group'; (2) each of the two 
sub-grouws; and between the means of the two sub-grouys . A 
similar comJ'arison ·Has made between the physical education 
students in the study grou~ and sixty physical education 
instructors included in the Kuder grou~ of 2,667 men engaged I 
! 
in various occupations. Critical ratios were considered i 
statistically significant only if they were three or greater.[ 
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Medians and·quartiles of the ]1'hysical education students 
were comli)ared with like Ji}ercentile ranks of a groUJ¥' of 
128 women physical education students reiJ'orted by Barry 
and included in the Kuder Manual. A survey was made of the 
I 
I 
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means and standard deviations of the two ~rofessional grouFs ' 
included in the study, divided according to classes. 
The. coiiJNarison of the study groug. w.ith the Kuder base 
grou:9 of women indicated that the study grou.if as a vrhole 
ranked significantly higher on the mechanical and social 
service scales, and the Kuder groUJi• significantly higher 
on the com]i}utational, clerical, and literary scales. The 
p~ysical therapy students scored. significantly higher in 
the scientific area than either the .Kuder base grou~ or 
the p•hysical education students. The scientific area was 
the only one in which a significant difference was found 
between the two sub-grou]lis in the study. 
In com~ing the scores of the yhysical ~ducation 
students with those of male vhysical education instructors, 
statistically significant differences were found to. exist 
in the scientific, artistic, and musical areas. Since, 
however, studies of other investigators had indicated that 
almost invariably men score higher than women in scientific 
interests, and women score higher in artistic and musical 
interests, it was .felt that there was actually a close 
resemblance betveen the patterns of interests of the tvo 
I 
• 
• 
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groups in question. Further indication of the existence 
of a characteristic interest pattern for students of ~hysical 
education was found in the comJ!arison of the scores of the 
' Bouve-Boston School students with those of other women 
]>hysical education students as re]l>orted by Barry. It rras 
im])ossible to Dlal(e such a comj)'arison for the j>hysical thera])'YI 
grou~,, owing to the a]ilil"arent lack of other studies in that 
field. 
The survey of the means and standard deviations of 
each of the two sub-grou])'s divided according to classes 
failed to disclose any d'iscernible trend in interest scores 
from the freshman to the senior years. 
The finding (1) of a similarity of interests betrreen 
the vhysical education student's in the study g.rou:w> and other 
rromen students of J,?hysical educat-ion, as <Tell as male 
~hysical education instructorsj and (2) of significant 
differences between the Kuder base grou])' and the ~hysical 
education students in five interest areas, and betrreen the 
Kuder base grou])' and the ])'hysical thera.F'Y students in six 
interest areas, suggests that the Kuder Preference Record 
li 
may be useful in determining whether or not a student 1 
desiring to enter one of the trro Jii·rofessions has an interest I 
II 
pattern similar to that of persons who are already studying 
or teaching in the field. 
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